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Press Release 

 

Air Premia to implement CEFA Aviation's  

flight data animation software 
 

 
 

COLMAR, France & SEOUL, South Korea – February 1, 2022 

 

South Korea's first "hybrid service carrier," focusing on medium and long-haul routes, has chosen CEFA FAS (Flight 

Animation System) for its Boeing 787 fleet animation. 

 

CEFA FAS is an animation and analysis software that recreates flights using FDR/QAR data. It provides a detailed insight 

into flight operations in a form understandable to investigators and pilots. 

 

Myeongseob Yoo, CEO of Air Premia, says: "As a new entrant, we are convinced that flight safety will contribute to 

our company's success. As a priority, we decided to equip our Safety Division with CEFA Aviation visualization software 

from the beginning. We are confident in this choice to help us ensure safe and efficient operations." 
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Air Premia joins a large community of airline customers who have chosen to enhance flight data analysis using CEFA 

FAS animation software combined with in-depth industry knowledge. 

 

"We are delighted to partner with this new start-up airline, which gives itself the means of achieving the highest safety 

standards from the launch of its operations," says Dominique Mineo, CEO and founder of CEFA Aviation. 

 

About CEFA Aviation 

CEFA Aviation, a privately held French company, enhances pilot training and flight safety, developing world-leading 3D 

animation software and services for the past 20 years. The innovative solutions developed by its experts recreate 

flights with high details and accuracy based on data from aircraft flight recorders.   

More than 100 major and regional airlines, cargo operators, and investigative authorities on five continents use the 

company's core software, CEFA FAS (Flight Animation System) for pilot training and safety analysis. 

Translating flight data into precise visualization requires an in-depth understanding of aircraft systems and software 

engineering complexity. CEFA Aviation has been a pioneer in easy-to-use flight data animation since Dominique Mineo 

founded the company in 2000. Its long-lasting success is attributable to a passion for aviation and innovation, listening 

to its clients, and delivering gold-standard support. The CEFA Aviation is headquartered in the Alsace region of France. 

At the Dubai Airshow 2017, CEFA Aviation unveiled a breakthrough visualization tool to enhance further and 

personalize pilot training: CEFA AMS.  Additional information can be found at www.cefa-aviation.com/ 

Join us on social media and never miss a press release on Twitter @CEFAviation and Linkedln at 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/cefa-aviation 

 

About Air Premia 

Air Premia is South Korea's first "hybrid service carrier" based on Incheon Int’l Airport, focusing on medium and long-

haul international routes and presents only two classes: Economy and Premium Economy. The new carrier obtained 

the Air Carrier License in March 2019 as well as the Air Operator’s Certificate in July 2021. 

As of December 2021, Air Premia is operating first international route between ICN-SIN and is also preparing to 

expand its service to major cities in Southeast Asia and the United States by the end of 2022. 

Join Air Premia on social media on lnstagram http://www.instagram.com/airpremia/ and visit our YouTube channel 
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